Two cryo handles work at the same time.

Coolsculpting machine for sale is an advanced equipment using the newest coolsculpting
technology (the same as cryolipolysis) to noticeably eliminate fat without surgery. Cool sculpting is
a non-invasive procedure, which uses a targeted cooling process to kill the fat cells underneath the
skin, freezing them to the point of elimination.

Only fat cells are frozen. Your healthy skin cells remain, well, healthy. No knives. Non suction
hoses. No needles. No scars. Once crystallized, the fat cells die and are naturally eliminated from
your body. Especially the belly fat, the effect is very obvious.

The cool sculpting machine is indicated for cold-assisted lipolysis (breakdown of fat) of the
submental area, thigh, abdomen, and flank, or “love handles” in individuals with a Body Mass
Index (BMI) of 30 or less. Cool sculpting is the latest new technology for body slimming, body
shaping, body contouring, weight loss, belly fat reduction, cellulite reduction etc.

CoolSculpting uses a procedure known as cryolipolysis. The cryo handle can absorb the fat in the
treatment area to the cooling plate by a vacuum pressure, which cools the fat to a freezing
temperature. And the treatment probe can control the cooling temperature precisely during the
treatment, which can eliminate fat cells in a particular part of the body, such as the belly fat. When
the fat cells are in the cooling environment which be precisely controlled, it will begin to do natural
decomposition and clearance, to make the fat layer become thinner gradually.

CoolSculpting uses a procedure known as cryolipolysis. The cryo handle can
absorb the fat in the treatment area to the cooling plate by a vacuum pressure,
which cools the fat to a freezing temperature. And the treatment probe can
control the cooling temperature precisely during the treatment, which can
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eliminate fat cells in a particular part of the body, such as the belly fat. When the
fat cells are in the cooling environment which be precisely controlled, it will begin
to do natural decomposition and clearance, to make the fat layer become thinner

Laser for fat reduction, use the 660nm and 980nm soft laser to destroy the
deep fat cells, broke the cell membrane, change the fat to tri-glyceride, then
leave out the body, thanks to metabolism.
LipoLasers

Shock Wave

The shock wave at a frequency of 1-16HZ up to8cm under the skin, causing
strong resonance rotation of each tissue cell, local heat increase, and the
instantaneous temperature rise reaches43 “C. Promotes blood flow,
stimulates damaged cells, activates collagen cells, and promotes the
reorganization of fibrous connective tissue.

Using strong Ultrasound to shake fat cells, reducing fatty
acids, enhancing blood circulation, and finally letting fatty
acids excrete through lymphatic drainage, thereby reducing

Cavitation

body weight. It can also lighten cellulite and firm skin.

Radio frequency radio waves enter the deep part of the skin,
and the internal natural resistance movement causes the
skin to heat up. The use of dermal collagen cellulose

Three polar RF

immediately produces a contraction principle at 45-60C’,
which can smooth wrinkles, tighten the skin and delay skin
aging.

Vacuum RF
A vacuum elevates the target tissue, bringing it closer to the energy source. Directly heats the targeted areas,
Bi-polar radio frequency (RF) energy safety guides heat throughout the targeted area, so that it heals faster
without damaging the skin.

CoolSculpting Machine for Sale Treatment Handles
LONGER COOLING PLATES – The maximum treatment area is over 40% of the cooling plate.
MEDICAL SILICA GEL – Effectively observe the treatment and protect the skin.
TOUCH SCREEN – Real-time monitoring treatment head temperature change error alarm.
UNIQUE TREATMENT HEAD – Unique double chin treatment handpiece.

This professional cryolipolysis machine features with 5 handles for body sculpturing, five treatment is
by fat freezing application, including 360degree cryo handle, two small handles, mid handle, big

The Largest Applicator
This is the largest applicator used to treat belly hangover
and larger areas on the abdomen, it allows for maximum fat
reduction. This applicator can be used on the arms, hips,
and men’s chest area.

The Largest Applicator: treat area (250mm *120mm) for belly, back, buttock
etc.

The Medium Applicator
Medium Applicator is great for those annoying flanks. So, this
applicator on how it curves around your sides to adds a more
defined waist.
The Medium Handle: treat area (200mm * 100mm) – for waist, thigh,

The Small Applicator
This is excellent for underarm fat blasting. This applicator is
great for those tiny pockets of fat that won’t go away around
the knees, arms, and back of thighs. Sculpting banana rolls
and bra bulges has never been so simple.
Small Handle: treat area (120mm * 60mm) – for thigh, arm, crus

360° Mini Cryo Handle
The 360° Mini Cryo Handle is the smallest applicator. we’re
getting amazing results for double chin fat reduction with this
applicator. Combine with three polar RF for non-surgical neck lift
and fat reduction. Three polar RF tightens the neck, while the
360° Mini Cryo Handle removes the fat.
360° Mini Cryo Handle: treat area (76mm * 60mm) – for double chin,

Cavitation Handle
The cavitation handle also plays a role in shaping your target
areas, “chiseling” and breaking down tissue to give you a slimmer
appearance.
Remove fat
Lose weight
Full body available.
Three Polar RF Handle
RF handle can deep direct fat body, has the directional
positioning RF output excellence, make fat cells organizations
in fast active state, produce the cell body heat of the friction
heat, in order to achieve the effect of disolved fat.
Body slimming
Lifting contours
Tightening skin
Shock Wave Probe
Shockwave is delivered by placing a probe up against the areas
of cellulite, as it passes over the area it emits Radial Waves
through the skin.
Meridian massage
Pain point physiotherapy
Deep penetration
LipoLaser
The laser lipolysis opens and releases glycerol, water
and free fatty acids, thus, causing to lose weight and
inches.
Reduce cellulite
Relieve physical fatigue
Remove excess fat
Vaccum RF Handle
The Vacuum RF handle uses suction and pressure to
release the fluids in the fat cells that cause cellulite.
Dredge the meridians
Speed up metabolism
Promote absorption
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